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Audits Part One:
Selection to Resolution
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Before an Audit Begins
Self‐evaluation during return preparation
• Identify risk areas
• If significant risk areas are identified, collect and/or create documents to support
those positions
• Retain relevant transactional documents and research
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Notification of Selection for Audit
Recommended First Steps for Taxpayers
•

•

•
•

After receiving first communication from IRS by mail, determine who at the company will be on exam
support team
• Identify a single point of contact (POC) to handle all communications and documents between the IRS
and the company
• Can be a company employee or outside representative
Alert other individuals in the company that an audit is being conducted
• Notify employees that they may need to provide information to POC
• No conversations or meetings without approval of, and attendance by, POC
Determine documents in taxpayer’s possession that may be relevant to examination
Hypothesize potential IRS questions and company’s answers
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LB&I Campaigns
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LB&I moving towards issue‐based examinations and compliance campaign process
Identified through data analysis, suggestions from IRS employees, and feedback from tax
community
Goal is to improve return selection, identify issues representing a risk of non‐compliance, and
make the greatest use of limited resources
Currently, there are 52 active campaigns; six campaigns have been retired
Campaigns include issues such as micro‐captive insurance, sale of partnership interest, and
virtual currency, and includes a number of international issues, such as repatriation
Campaigns are assigned a practice area and lead contact person at the IRS
Information about each campaign is available on the IRS’s website
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Large Corporate Compliance Program
•
•

•

Use of data analytics to determine which large and complex corporate taxpayers to audit
Use of pointing criteria factors to determine whether a case belongs in the LCC program:
• Gross assets
• Gross receipts
• Operating entities
• Multiple industry status
• Total foreign assets
• Total related transactions
• Foreign tax
If total point criteria for each factor is 15 or more points, case will qualify as LCC case
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Overview of the LB&I Examination Process
LB&I Examination Process
• Planning Phase
• Execution Phase
• Resolution Phase
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Planning Phase
Determine the Audit’s Scope
•
•

•

After return is selected for audit, LB&I:
• Conducts preliminary risk analysis
• Determines issues for examination
Opening Conference
• Taxpayers provided with copy of agenda and preliminary risk analysis prior to meeting
• Taxpayers may add additional items to agenda
• Share input on issues
• Establish communication strategy
• Identify key members of IRS audit team
Develop examination plan
• Issues identified
• Audit steps
• Timeline(s)
• Communication agreements
• Initial IDRs‐ Taxpayers should work to shape IDR requests
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Planning Phase
Sample Agenda Items for Opening Conference
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LB&I Examination Team and Responsibilities
Taxpayer or Their Representatives Roles and Responsibilities
Expectations with Respect to Claims
Communication
Issue Team Approach
Examination Plan
Issue Development Process
Written Acknowledgment of the Facts for Unagreed Issues
Information Document Request (IDR) Process
Issue Resolution
Exit Strategy
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Planning Phase
Potential Areas of Inquiry to Determine Scope of Audit
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internal controls of company
Taxpayer’s financial and accounting policies
Business activities and structure of operations
How books and records are maintained
Any foreign activities of taxpayer
Review of certified and audited financial statements and other regulatory reviews
Explanation of potential tax issues identified for examination including large, unusual or
questionable items on the tax return
Review of significant transactions
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Planning Phase
Roles and Responsibilities
•

•

Case Manager
• Responsible for overall management of the case
• Collaborates with issue managers
• May serve as issue manager for some or all issues
Issue Manager
• Responsible for planning, executing, and resolving assigned issues
• Coordinates formation of issue team
• Coordinates with Division Counsel, subject matter experts, Competent Authority, and/or
Appeals when appropriate
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Planning Phase
Roles and Responsibilities (continued)
•

•

Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)
• Diverse team of agents, specialist, and counsel
• Assist revenue agents and other personnel by providing relevant law and application of the law to the facts
• Collaborate on responses to case specific technical questions submitted from the field
• Provide technical assistance to industry and headquarters functions
• Develop training, technical guidance, and audit tools
• Assist in decision making and issue elevation
• Examples include engineers, computer audit specialists, financial products specialists, economists, international
specialists, foreign payments practice specialists, or employment tax specialists
Practice Network
• Team of technical specialists and subject matter experts in one or more issue areas
• Provides assistance to agents
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Execution Phase
Developing the Issues
• Discussions with the IRS
• IRS issue team may consult Counsel or subject matter experts
• Attempt to resolve factual differences
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Execution Phase
Use of Information Document Request (IDR) process to develop facts
• IRS and Taxpayer will establish timeframes for responses
• Incomplete or late responses will result in initiation of standard enforcement
procedures:
• Delinquency Notice
• Pre‐Summons Letter
• Summons
• Initial Transfer Pricing Documentation IDR
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Execution Phase
Tips for responding to IDRs
•
•
•
•
•
•

Always ask for IDRs in draft form, review and provide feedback to Agent
Limit response to questions posed in the IDR
Be strategic about producing additional facts or documents; do not produce non‐responsive
documents on an ad hoc basis
Produce copies instead of originals
Responses should be consistent throughout audit, Appeals, and litigation
When to push back on requests
• Overly broad “any and all” document requests
• Can request separate, issue specific IDRs
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Execution Phase
Tips for responding to IDRs (continued)
•
•

•
•

Confirm that the audit team shares your interpretation of request, including resolving any
ambiguities in terms
Establish reasonable due dates
• Consider year‐end closing periods, availability of key personnel, and time required to
locate and review voluminous records
Keep organized records of communications with audit team
Other Considerations
• Privilege issues
• Work Product Doctrine
• Duty to Prevent Spoliation
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Execution Phase
Third‐Party Contacts
•
•
•

•

Stricter Procedural Requirements under the Taxpayer First Act
Auditor can no longer send a generic notice at the beginning of the audit
The auditor must:
• Notify taxpayer of intent to contact third parties
• Actually intend to contact the third parties
• Notify taxpayer at least 45 day before contact
• Tell taxpayer the time period in which he or she intends to make the contact
IRS keeps a record of persons contacted and will provide the taxpayer with list upon request
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Execution Phase
Tips for Witness Interviews
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare for testimony through mock examination
If question is unclear, ask for IRS to rephrase question
Give direct answers to questions asked
Directly address bad facts
Control the pace—take a pause before answering
Don’t guess, interrupt, or volunteer information
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Execution Phase
Facility Tours
•
•
•
•

IRS may visit taxpayer’s place of business to establish facts that can only be established by a direct visit
Visit generally will take place during normal IRS hours
Should not disrupt business operations
Tips for the taxpayer:
• Seek Agent’s agreement on timing, topics and sites to cover, questions that will be asked, and who from
company will answer
• Consider preparing a briefing for Agent prior to tour
• Representative should accompany the Agent; discuss whether someone from the company should also
be present
• No one on tour should volunteer unsolicited information
• Do a dry run first
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Execution Phase
Written Acknowledgment of the Facts for Unagreed Issues
•
•
•

•

Also known as AOF IDR
Replaces long‐standing existing process where LB&I agents would draft a Notice of Proposed
Adjustment when adjustment was being considered
For potentially unagreed issues, issue team managers are supposed to:
• Seek taxpayer’s acknowledgment on the facts
• Resolve factual differences
• Document factual disputes
If case is closed to Appeals, and taxpayer then provides new information that requires
investigation or additional analysis, Appeals will return to Exam for consideration
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Execution Phase
Strategies for responding to Written Acknowledgment of the Facts (AOF) IDR
• Approach may depend of case strategy and tactics
• Treat it like a request for admission?
• Provide additional facts?
• Agree with IRS’s facts or write your own?
• Decline to respond
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Execution Phase
Notices of Proposed Adjustment
•
•
•
•

May be provided throughout the execution phase
Notice is prepared on, and is sometimes referred to as, a Form 5701
Serves as building block for revenue agent’s report (RAR)
Can be used as a draft for discussion purposes to improve communication between
agent and taxpayer
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Execution Phase
Continuous Risk Analysis
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IRS will determine which issues will continue to be examined or modified in scope
New issues may be added to examination plan
Timeline may be modified when appropriate
Counsel and other technical experts should be consulted throughout
IRS will risk‐assess each issue on a continuous basis as new information is received (i.e. through
responses to IDRs)
Issue team will timely inform taxpayer when an issue is added, continued, expanded,
narrowed, or dropped
Mid‐Cycle risk analysis provides opportunity for discussion with Exam about direction of audit
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Resolution Phase
Goal is to reach agreement on tax treatment of each issue
•
•
•

Revenue agents do not have authority to settle legal issues based on a hazards of litigation assessment
Revenue agents can raise or not raise issues depending on legal and factual interpretations, which in
practice allows some room to “settle” issues
Tools for issue resolution:
• Technical Advice Memorandums (TAM)
• Delegation Orders
• Accelerated Issue Resolution (AIR)
• Early Referral to Appeals
• Fast Track Settlement (FTS)
• Rapid Appeals Process
• Industry Issue Resolution
• Closing Agreements

• See I.R.M. 4.46.5
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Resolution Phase
Issuance of 30‐Day Letter and Revenue Agent’s Report (RAR)
•
•

•
•

Agents will issue a 30‐day letter, which transmits a Revenue Agent’s Report (RAR) containing
their proposed adjustments
RAR contains:
• All proposed adjustments (usually including Notices of Proposed Adjustments (NOPAs)
• Recomputation of tax liability showing a proposed deficiency or overassessment
Letter transmitting RAR called a 30‐day letter because the taxpayer has 30 days to submit a
protest
Issuance of 30‐day letter triggers (or notice of deficiency) triggers the running of “hot interest”
on large corporate underpayments
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Resolution Phase
Issuance of Statutory Notice of Deficiency
• If IRS determines there is deficiency in tax, IRS is authorized to issue a statutory
notice of deficiency
• This is also known as a statutory notice, stat notice, or 90‐day letter
• IRS generally is prevented from making an assessment until after it has issued a
statutory notice
• Not typically the end of examination process, but Exam may end exam by issuing a
statutory notice if the taxpayer refuses to extend the statute of limitations on
assessment
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Compliance Assurance Process (CAP)
•
•
•
•
•

IRS agrees to examine taxpayer’s transactions and material items prior to the filing of the tax return
Material items can be resolved before return is filed
If issues are agreed, memorialized in closing/issue resolution agreement
Fast track settlement is available to resolve issues
Three phases:
• Pre‐CAP audit of filed tax returns
• CAP audit prior to filing the current return
• Compliance and maintenance in accordance with a CAP Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
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Resources
Taxpayers should consult IRS guidance and other resources
•
•
•
•
•
•

Relevant Revenue Rulings and Procedures
Publication 5125 ‐ Examination Process
Audit Technique Guides
LB&I Directives
LB&I Issue Campaigns
Internal Revenue Manual
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